This paper is the sequel of a companion Part I paper devoted to the constitutive equations and to the quasi-static behavior of a second strain gradient material model with second velocity gradient inertia. In the present Part II paper, a multi-cell homogenization procedure (developed in the Part I paper) is applied to a nonhomogeneous body modelled as a simple material cell system, in conjunction with the principle of virtual work (PVW) for inertial actions (i.e. momenta and inertia forces), which at the macro-scale level takes on the typical format as for a second velocity gradient inertia material model. The latter (macro-scale) PVW is used to determine the equilibrium equations relating the (ordinary, double and triple) generalized momenta to the inertia forces. As a consequence of the surface effects, the latter inertia forces include (ordinary) inertia body forces within the bulk material, as well as (ordinary and double) inertia surface tractions on the boundary layer and (ordinary) inertia line tractions on the edge line rod; they all depend on the acceleration in a nonstandard way, but the classical laws are recovered in the case of no higher order inertia. The classical linear and angular momentum theorems are extended to the present context of second velocity gradient inertia, showing that the extended theorems-used in conjunction with the Cauchy traction theorem-lead to the local force and moment (stress symmetry) motion equations, just like for a classical continuum. A gradient elasticity theory is proposed, whereby the dynamic evolution problem for assigned initial and boundary conditions is shown to admit a Hamilton-type variational principle; the uniqueness of the solution is also discussed. A few simple applications to wave propagation and dispersion problems are presented. The paper indicates the correct way to describe the inertia forces in the presence of higher order inertia; it extends and improves previous findings by the author [Polizzotto, C., 2012. A gradient elasticity theory for second-grade materials and higher order inertia. Int. J. Solids Struct. 49, 2121-2137]. Overall conclusions are drawn at the end of the paper.
Preliminaries
The basic motivations of the present study (composed of two companion Part I and Part II papers) were discussed in the Introduction of the Part I paper. Therefore, here we limit ourselves to giving a summary of the previous paper and the outline of the present one.
Résumé of the results of Part I
In the Part I paper, a second strain gradient elasticity model was derived by means of a multi-cell homogenization procedure applied to a body enclosed within a boundary surface with edge lines and corner points. Four geometrically different cell elements were used to cover, respectively, the bulk material, a thin boundary layer, a rod along the edge line (s) and some rod junctions around the corner points. This made it possible to take into account the surface effects, that is, the effects produced by the boundary surface (with the inherent singularities) upon the behavior of the bulk material close to it. It was found that the equivalent continuum is endowed with a free energy w and a kinetic energy j of the forms:
w ¼ wðe; re; rreÞ; j ¼ jðv; rv; rrvÞ ð 1Þ where e is the standard (symmetric) strain tensor, and v the velocity vector. At the macro-scale, the material is therefore constitutively characterized by a set of (ordinary, double and triple) generalized stresses, say 
as for the dynamic behavior. Eq. (2) gives the elasticity laws relating the generalized stresses to the strain e, hence to the displacement u through the compatibility relation e ¼ r s u, whereas (3) gives the inertia laws relating the generalized momenta to the velocity v ¼ _ u.
For practical reasons, w and j were chosen as w ¼ 
where C is the classical moduli tensor for isotropic elasticity, q is the mass density, and (' s1 ; ' s2 ), (' d1 ; ' d2 ) are some length scale parameters for statics and dynamics, respectively. With the choice of (4) the constitutive laws (2) and (3) 
The featuring characteristics of the latter equations consist in the circumstance whereby the ordinary stress obeys the classical Hooke's law and the ordinary momentum equals the classical motion quantity qv, whereas the double and triple stresses and momenta are expressed as the first and second gradients of the related ordinary stress and momentum, respectively. This is a distinctive feature of the so-called Aifantis model of the first strain gradient elasticity theory (Aifantis, 1992; Altan and Aifantis, 1992; Ru and Aifantis, 1993; Aifantis, 2006, 2011) . For this reason we call ''extended Aifantis model'' the one characterized by (5).
The quasi-static behavior of the above material model was investigated by means of the principle of virtual power (PVP), cast in the macro-scale form obtained through the mentioned multicell homogenization procedure, i.e. the typical form as for a second strain gradient material. The equilibrium equations relating the generalized stresses to the (quasi-static) external forces were established in this way. The latter equations are well known from the literature (Mindlin, 1965; Germain, 1973; Gurtin, 2001) , but a suitable re-interpretation of them brought out some original meaningful aspects of the way in which-due to the inherent surface effects-a gradient elastic material does work. Indeed, such a material works as a combination of two material subsystems, of which one is formed up by the bulk material behaving as a classical Cauchy continuum, the other is the boundary surface behaving as a membrane-like boundary layer. The ordinary surface traction was found to split into two parts (with response-dependent proportions), of which one (called Cauchy traction) is transmitted to the bulk material, the other (called Gurtin-Murdoch traction) acts-together with all other external boundary tractions-upon the boundary layer, which finds itself in global and local equilibrium according to the principles of surface mechanics (Gurtin and Murdoch, 1975, 1978) . Indeed, the boundary layer does constitute a two-dimensional structured manifold that replaces the classical purely geometrical concept of boundary surface.
The stress tensors necessary to describe the above rather complex behavior of a second strain gradient material include:
One ordinary second order symmetric stress tensor T ¼ fT ij g (dimension force per unit area), distributed within the bulk volume and defined as follows T :¼ r À r Á r ð1Þ þ rr : r ð2Þ ¼ r À '
Two second order symmetric stress tensors R ¼ fR ij g (dimension force per unit length) and R ð1Þ ¼ fR ð1Þ ij g (dimension moment per unit length), both defined over the boundary surface as 
One second order symmetric stress tensor P ¼ fP ij g (dimension moment per unit length) distributed over the edge line and defined as
A set of (as many as the number of corner points) moment tractions U c (dimension moment) defined as
In (7), K ¼ fK ij g :¼ Àr ð?nÞ n is the curvature tensor of the boundary surface, H :¼ K ii =twice the mean curvature. In (8), m denotes suitably oriented unit vectors normal to the surfaces intersecting on the edge line, at points close to this line, whereas the symbol . . . ½ þ À means difference between contributions from the two intersecting surfaces. In (9), k r denotes a (suitably oriented) unit vector tangential to the edge line at points close to the generic corner point x c , where P is also computed, and the sum is extended to the edge line branches attached to the considered corner point.
The field and boundary equilibrium equations associated to any subdomain B # V with edge line CðBÞ and corner points x c ; ðc ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NðBÞÞ, are reported hereafter for self-containment reasons, namely
The stress T is in equilibrium with the body force b within the domain B and with the Cauchy traction n Á T over the skin of @B. The boundary layer @B constitutes a two-dimensional manifold able to sustain ordinary (t), double (t ð1Þ ) and triple (t ð2Þ ) tractions; it is endowed with degrees of freedom (DoFs) u; @ n u and @ 2 nn u, to which the boundary equilibrium equations of (11) are concomitant, respectively.The latter equations take in account not only the variability of the surface stresses, (through the surface divergence operator), but also the contributions due to the geometry of the surface (through the mean curvature H). In the part I paper, suitable discrete models are discussed which provide a physical interpretation of the latter boundary equations.
Analogously, the edge line constitutes a one-dimensional manifold capable to sustain ordinary (f) and double (f ð1Þ ) line forces; it is endowed with DoFs u and PðsÞ Á ru=projection of ru on a plane orthogonal to the edge line, to which the line equilibrium equations of (12) are concomitant. Finally, (13) provides the equilibrium equations of point forces for every corner point. According to the d'Alembert principle, all the mentioned external forces are assumed to be the sum of noninerial and inertial parts, that is,
It is worth noting that the equilibrium Eqs. (10)-(13) simplify drastically for a first strain gradient material model. In fact, in the latter case (in which ' s2 ¼ 0), all the ingredients labeled with the superscript ð2Þ vanish identically, hence of the collection of stresses (6)-(9) only T and R remain, but with the simplified expressions (Polizzotto, 2012) :
whereas of the equilibrium Eqs. (10)-(13) only the first three remain valid, but (11) 2 in the simplified form
1.2. The content of the present Part II paper
The dynamic behavior of the material under consideration is the object of the present paper. In Section 2, by the multi-cell homogenization procedure introduced in Section I-3, an ad hoc principle of virtual work (PVW) for the inertial actions (i.e. momenta and inertia forces) is implemented at the macro-scale, by which the equilibrium equations relating the generalized momenta to the inertia forces are derived. It is found that-as a consequence of the (inertial) surface effects-the latter momenta contribute to the formation of a set of basic momenta consisting of the body momentum, p, distributed within the bulk material, the surface momenta, p S and p ð1Þ S , distributed over the boundary layer, and the line momentum, p L , distributed along the edge line rod. All these momenta are related to the velocity in a nonstandard way and are associated to the concomitant force-acceleration vectors and inertia forces, which forces include the inertia body forces, b in , within the bulk material, the inertia surface tractions, t in and t ð1Þin , on the boundary layer, and the inertia line tractions, f in , on the edge line rod. In Section 3, the classical linear and angular momentum theorems are suitably extended to gradient materials with second velocity gradient inertia. Whereas the linear momentum theorem retains its classical format (for it just requires contributions from all momentum sources), instead the angular momentum theorem requires some conceptual adjustments due to the notable circumstance that, in the presence of higher order inertia, the body momentum p is not collinear to the velocity v. By virtue of the basic property of the boundary layer whereby it finds itself in global equilibrium, the traction Cauchy theorem can be used in conjunction with the latter extended momentum theorems in order to derive the local force and moment (stress symmetry) equilibrium equations, just like for a classical Cauchy continuum.
Section 4 is devoted to the study of the dynamic evolution problem, for which a Hamilton variational principle is provided and the uniqueness of the solution is discussed.
Section 5 is devoted to some applications. These include a bar under extensional waves, a Timoshenko beam under flexural waves and a semi-infinite strip with longitudinal natural waves.
Some final overall comments and conclusions are given in Section 6.
Notation. Although already available in the Part I paper, the notation rules are here reported again for more completeness.
A compact notation is used, with boldface letters denoting vectors or tensors of any order. 
The principle of virtual work for inertial actions
As discussed by Polizzotto (2012) , an ad hoc principle of virtual work (PVW) for inertial actions (i.e. momenta and inertia forces), apparently unknown from the wide literature, (see Polizzotto, 2012) , can be exploited to find out the equilibrium equations relating the generalized momenta, p; p ð1Þ ; p ð2Þ of Section 1 to the inherent inertia forces. This principle differs from the PVP as follows. The PVP considers the actual deformed configuration of the body at any (fixed) time together with the related internal and external forces, and sets equal to each other the powers performed by the two groups of forces (taken fixed) through an arbitrary virtual velocity field, sayṽðxÞ, but complying with the compatibility conditions. Instead, the PVW in question considers the actual motion of the body between two (arbitrarily fixed) times, say t 1 and t 2 > t 1 , together with the related generalized momenta and concomitant inertia forces, and sets equal to each other the work contributions of the two groups of actions as a consequence of a virtual change of the considered motion, which is specified by an arbitrary (virtual) velocity field, sayṽ ¼ṽðx; tÞ, but complying with the compatibility conditions and leaving unaltered the initial and final configurations and velocities; that is,ṽðx; tÞ has to satisfy the conditions:
In classical continuum mechanics the mentioned PVW is not required, since there the inertial body force is related to the momentum in a known way, namely
In the present context, instead, the inertia force/momentum relation is a priori unknown and it can be determined as an additional equilibrium equation. In this purpose, the mentioned PVW for inertial actions plays a role analogous to the one played by the PVP for the standard equilibrium equations. (In the Part I paper, the momentum/velocity relations (3) were determined as a set of additional constitutive equations making use of the inertial energy balance principle.)
Multi-cell homogenization procedure
In order to implement the above PVW the multi-cell homogenization procedure developed in the Part I paper is employed. For this aim, let us consider a body of (finite) domain V like the one introduced in Section I-3 for the PVP. For more convenience, the essentials of the latter multi-cell homogenization procedure are reported hereafter. The generic subdomain of V is conceived as the union of a core domain, say B, and a circumventing boundary layer, say B S . This is generated by a straight line segment of (small) length c 0 , lying on the (generilized) external normal to the boundary surface @B, having one end over the latter surface, and moving all over the same surface. The length parameter c 0 is equal to a certain number of interparticle spaces, such that B S ! @B at the limit as c 0 ! 0. B S is composed, in general, by three parts, say [ B cp , where B rs is the portion of B S that includes the regular points of @B, whereas B el and B cp are the portions of B S that include the singular points, that is, the points of the edge line (s) (collectively called CðBÞ) and, respectively, the corner points, say x c ; ðc ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NðBÞÞ. Four geometrically different types of cell elements are respectively employed within the four subdomains specified before, namely: (i) cell elements V e within B, each having the form of a sphere of radius c 0 ; (ii) cell elements L e within B rs , each having the form of a linear segment normal to the boundary surface and of length c 0 ; (iii) cell elements A e within B el , each having the form of a circular sector of radius c 0 , lying on a plane orthogonal to the edge line; (iv) cell elements V c e each taken as a spherical sector of radius c 0 centered at the corner point x c ; c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NðBÞ. More details on this issue are given in the Part I paper, where a geometrical sketch of the distribution of the cell elements is also given (Figure I-1).
Next, in analogy to the procedure of Section I-3, here we want to assess how the PVW enforced at the micro-scale of the cell system is affected by the multi-cell homogenization process. For this purpose, we write the internal virtual work done by the micro-scale momentum within the cell system as
where the primes denote micro-scale quantities, i.e. pertaining to the cell elements. Here, the macro-scale virtual work contribution at the generic point of B is computed as the mean value of the micro-scale contribution from the cell V e attached to this point. Analogously, the corresponding external virtual work can be expressed as 
Here, r ð?sÞ denotes the (line-transversal) gradient over a plane orthogonal to the edge line at a point x where the unit tangential vector is s ¼ sðxÞ. On substituting (19) 1 into (17), we have that W int can be expressed as:
. . 
Additionally, let us introduce the notations: 
We also define 
For the jump notation ½ þ À , see the definition given in Section I-5. Next, substituting (19) into (18) and after some straightforward mathematic manipulations in which the above notations are used, we can write W ext as follows:
Here, the quantities affixed by the superscript ''in'' represent inertia forces exhibited by an equivalent structural system built by means of the multi-cell homogenization process. The latter forces are the inertia body forces b in distributed within the bulk material in B, the set of (ordinary, double and triple) inertia surface tractions ðt in ; t ð1Þin ; t ð2Þin Þ distributed within the boundary layer over @B, the set of (ordinary and double) inertia line tractions ðf in ; f ð1Þin Þ acting on the edge line rod over CðBÞ, and finally the set of ordinary inertia point forces F in c acting on the junctions around the corner points x c . The desired (macro-scale) PVW for inertial actions consists in the equality between the internal and external virtual work contributions previously obtained in (20) and (28), satisfied as an identity. This task will be accomplished in next subsection.
Implementation of the (macro-scale) PVW for inertial actions
The (macro-scale) PVW in question is readily obtained by the equality W int ðṽ; B; t 1 ; t 2 Þ ¼ W ext ðṽ; B; t 1 ; t 2 Þ ð 29Þ which has to be satisfied for any motionṽðx; tÞ complying with (16), any B # V even infinitesimal and for any t 1 ; t 2 > t 1 within the real evolution process. As with the PVP, which involves-among other-stresses and surface tractions of higher order, likewise the above PVW involves fundamental ingredients of higher order, namely, double and triple momenta, double and triple inertia surface tractions, and double inertia line tractions. In this concern, one can observe that a double (triple) inertia surface traction is just like the analogous quasi-static double (triple) surface traction, whereas double and triple momenta are conceptually similar to double (or dipole) and triple (or quadrupole) forces, respectively, except for their dimension being that of an impulse = forceÂtime. The momentum components p ð1Þ ki and p ð2Þ kli denote, respectively, dipole and quadrupole impulses of direction i and with lever arm (s), the former in the direction k, the latter in the directions k; l. As already noted in Section I-2, there are in total 3 + 9+18 = 30 (ordinary, double and triple) momentum components, work-conjugate of as many velocity and (first and second) velocity gradients components.
Applying the standard and surface divergence theorems and with the aid of some straightforward mathematics-implying transformations similar to those used to pass from (I-14) to (I-19), but the details are skipped for brevity-the left hand of (29), given by (20), can be rewritten in the more compact form:
Here, the following (basic) momentum vectors have been introduced: 
Dimensionally, p is an impulse per unit volume, p S and p
S are impulse per unit area, and p L is an impulse per unit length; p ð1Þ S has the meaning of dipole impulse with lever arm in the direction n. Indeed, momentum actions manifest themselves at the points not only of the domain (with its mass density q), but also of the boundary layer and of the edge line rod where no specific mass densities are associated.
On the other hand, by an integration by parts in time, (30) can be rewritten as follows
where the volume mass density q has been treated as time dependent for more generality. Then, considering that the space, surface and line integrals within the square brackets are all vanishing by (16), Eq. (32) can be cast in the form:
Here the vectors u; u S , u
and u L denote the mass-acceleration vectors (Germain, 1973) , which are here defined as follows: 
Next, substituting (33) and (28) into (29) gives the identity
This, having to be satisfied for any compatible virtual motion, leads to the following equalities:
whereas t ð2Þin ; f ð1Þin and F in c prove to be all identically vanishing. The result just obtained means that the derived equivalent structural system is dynamically featured by ordinary inertia body forces b in within B, by ordinary and double inertia surface tractions, t in and t ð1Þin , over @B, as well as by ordinary inertial line tractions, f in , on CðBÞ, but it does not exhibit triple inertia surface tractions on @B, nor double inertia line tractions on CðBÞ, nor ordinary inertia point forces at the corner points. The occurrence of inertia forces within the boundary layer and the edge line rod is a manifestation of the surface effects.
Recalling (5) 2 , from (31) we can obtain the (basic) momentum vectors as functions of the velocity and velocity gradients, i.e.
In (37) 4 the normality of both n and m to s and the continuity of rv over CðBÞ have been exploited. Then, substituting (37) into (34), the expressions of the mass-acceleration vectors are readily obtained, that is: 
According to (36) the inertia forces prove to be equal to the negative of the corresponding mass-acceleration vectors. 
that is, the classical laws are recovered.
Linear and angular momentum theorems
In analogy to what was done for first velocity gradient inertia (Polizzotto, 2012) , in this section an extension of the linear and angular momentum theorems for second velocity gradient inertia is provided. The same reasoning path as before is followed here.
Linear momentum theorem and related issues
The total linear momentum associated to the (closed) domain B is defined as
This, differentiating with respect to t and recalling the definitions (34) and the equalities (36), can be rewriten as:
where R in ð BÞ is the resultant of the inertia forces acting on B, i.e.
On decomposing the body force b in its noninertial and inertial parts, i.e. b ¼ b ni þ b in , and analogously for t and f (but F ni c ¼ F c , for no inertia forces are attached to the corner points), we can write, remembering (I-26):
and thus (40) proves to be equivalent to
where R ni ð BÞ is the resultant of all noninertial external forces on B, i.e.
Equality (43) constitutes an extended linear momentum theorem, generalization of the classical one to the present context. It reads: Linear momentum theorem. The time derivative of the linear momentum P lin ð BÞ relative to the body B equals the resultant, R ni ð BÞ, of all the noninertial external forces applied on it.
, the classical theorem is recovered, whereas for ' d2 ¼ 0, but ' d1 -0, the theorem above takes on the form pertaining to first velocity gradient inertia (Polizzotto, 2012) . Next, denoting by P lin ðS B Þ the total linear momentum relative to the boundary layer S B alone, that is
and following the same reasoning as for P lin ð BÞ, we can obtain a relation similar to (43) 
Eq. (46) constitutes a form of linear momentum theorem specifically valid for the boundary layer. Next, on subtracting (46) from (43) we have, by ðI À 54Þ 1 and (27) 1 , the equality
This equality, a consequence of (43) and (46), represents a form of linear momentum theorem as applied to the bulk material alone. Since t C ¼ n Á T, applying the divergence theorem we obtain from (48):
which, having to hold for arbitrary B, leads to
This coincides with the motion equation in (I-50) (with
format, whereas for ' d2 ¼ 0 (but ' d1 -0) it reduces to the form pertaining to first velocity gradient inertia (Polizzotto, 2012) .
Angular momentum theorem and related issues
The total angular momentum associated to the (closed) domain B is defined as
By (34) and differentiating with respect to t we have:
where we have posed
The vector Nð BÞ is a measure of the non-parallelism between the momentum vectors and the velocity v. 
Since, like for b; t; f, also it is t ð1Þ ¼ t ð1Þni þ t ð1Þin , then recalling (I-28) we can write
Mð
BÞ
therefore (54) 
Eq. (57) represents an extended angular momentum theorem, a generalization to the present context of the classical one. It reads: Angular momentum theorem. The time derivative of the total angular momentum of a body B, less the vector Nð BÞ accounting for the momentum/velocity non-parallelism, equals the moment resultant of all the external noninertial forces and moments applied to it.
For
, the classical theorem is recovered, whereas for ' d2 ¼ 0 (but ' d1 -0), the extended theorem takes on the form pertaining to first velocity gradient inertia (Polizzotto, 2012) .
Next, let P ang ðS B Þ denote the total angular momentum of the boundary layer taken alone, i.e.
Then, following the same reasoning as for P ang ð BÞ, we can write the equality
where M ni ðS B Þ is the moment resultant of all the noninertial actions applied to S B , i.e. (compare with (I-57)):
and NðS B Þ is a vector defined as
Eq. (60) constitutes a form of angular momentum theorem specifically valid for the boundary layer. Next, subtracting (60) from (57) gives, remembering ðI À 54Þ 1 and (37) 1 ,
This equality, a consequence of (57) and (60), represents a form of the angular momentum theorem as applied to the bulk material alone. Since t C ¼ n Á T, applying the divergence theorem, we have from (63), using the indicial notation:
This, in virtue of the motion equation of (50), finally gives
which asserts the symmetry of T. In analogy to classical continuum mechanics, the latter result has been rendered achievable by the Cauchy traction theorem, which in fact has been here found applicable also within the context of strain gradient materials. This is in contrast to Toupin (1962 Toupin ( , 1964 and Fried and Gurtin (2006) , who considered the latter Cauchy theorem not available for strain gradient materials.
The dynamic evolution problem
The dynamic evolution problem is addressed in this section, showing that it can be characterized by a Hamilton type variational principle and that the relevant response, if it exists, is unique.
Field and boundary governing equations
A body of volume V with boundary surface S ¼ @V and mass density q is considered, which is restrained on a part of its boundary surface, say S u # S, where the displacements u and its first and second normal derivatives are specified, that is: uðx; tÞ ¼ûðx; tÞ @ n uðx; tÞ ¼ĝðx; tÞ @ 2 nn uðx; tÞ ¼ĝ ð1Þ ðx; tÞ
Furthermore, the body is subjected to external actions as body forcê b within V; tractionst, double tractionst ð1Þ and triple tractionst ð2Þ on S T ¼ S n S u ; line forcesf and double line forcesf ð1Þ on the (free) edge line C, as well as point forcesF c at the (free) corner points x c , ðc ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NÞ. All these external actions vary in space and time, hence constitute a specified load history with time t P 0.
The initial conditions at time t ¼ 0 are also specified as uðx; 0Þ ¼û 0 ðxÞ in V @ n uðx; 0Þ ¼ĝ 0 ðxÞ on S _ uðx; 0Þ ¼v 0 ðxÞ in V @ n _ uðx; 0Þ ¼ĥ 0 ðxÞ on S
The response of the body to a specified load history and initial conditions is governed by the equilibrium Eqs. (10)- (13), (31), (34) and (36), the standard compatibility equations with v ¼ _ u, as well as the constitutive Eq. (5) with C being the tensor
and k; l being the Lamé constants. After straightforward substitutions and transformations, the field motion equations can be cast as follows:
where L denotes the Navier differential operator of classical isotropic elasticity, that is (Sokolnikoff, 1956) :
An alternative form of the latter set of coupled field equations can be achieved through the classical Clebsch transformation (Sokolnikoff, 1956 ), that is:
where g and H are some scalar and vector fields. By a well-known procedure, (69) can be restated as follows:
in which
The set of coupled partial differential equations (PDEs) (69), or (72) and (73), is accompanied by the kinematic boundary conditions (66), the initial conditions (67), as well as the static boundary conditions (11) on the free boundary surface S T and the jump conditions on the free edge line and corner points (12) and (13). This is indeed a very intricate boundary/initial value-problem and the search for suitable computational strategies constitutes an open research issue. Meanwhile, we can prove (in SubSection 4.2) that the solution to the latter problem, if it exists, is characterized by a Hamilton type variational principle. The uniqueness of the solution is also discussed in SubSection 4.3.
Hamilton variational principle for second velocity gradient inertia
The Hamilton type variational principle given by Polizzotto (2012) for first strain gradient and first velocity gradient elastic materials can be extended to the more general context of the present paper in a very straightforward fashion. The proof of the extended principle is reported hereafter, but following a reasoning path different from the one in (Polizzotto (2012) 
Here, j is the kinetic energy and w the free energy as defined by (4).
All the cupped quantities denote the assigned noninertial external actions (the superscript ''ni'' is dropped for simplicity of notation). They include, besides the body forcesb and the tractionŝ t;t ð1Þ ;t ð2Þ , also the tractionsf andf ð1Þ acting on the (free) edge line C, as well as the point forces F c applied on the (free) corner points.
All these actions are specified space and time functions. H varies with the fields uðx; tÞ and vðx; tÞ, which are assumed to be sufficiently regular and to satisfy the following space and time compatibility conditions: vðx; t 2 Þ ¼v 2 ðxÞ in V @ n vðx; t 1 Þ ¼ĉ 1 ðxÞ; @ n vðx; t 2 Þ ¼ĉ 2 ðxÞ on S
Any set of fields u; v complying with (76) and (77) defines a motion whereby the body moves from a fixed configuration and velocity field at time t 1 to another fixed configuration and velocity field at the subsequent time t 2 . In the spirit of the Hamiltonian principle, here we prove that the stationarity conditions for H coincide with the equations governing the dynamic evolution problem, and that conversely the/a solution to the latter problem makes H stationary. Let us start by computing the first variation of H, which making use of the notation (I-9) reads: 
: r ð?sÞṽ
The space-time integral I 0 on the first line of the right hand side of the latter equation coincides with the right hand side of (20) except that the domain B is here replaced by V. Then, the same transformations there employed to pass from (20) to (32) can be adopted here, hence by (20) and (36) we can write:
where the vectors with the superscript ðÁÞ in denote body, surface and line inertia forces as defined by (31), (34) and (36), that is, the inertia forces induced by any candidate motion of the body. Next, let us introduce the definitions-indeed, coinciding with (2) which represent fields of ordinary, double and triple stresses working through the virtual strain rates and their first and second space gradients. According to the notation within (I-17), the space-time integral I 00 of (78) can be written as:
where L int ðṽ; VÞ denotes the internal virtual power produced within the elastic body at the generic time during any virtual motion. Eq. (81) enables us to castH as in the following
where L ext ðṽ; VÞ is given by:
The latter L ext ðṽ; VÞ represents the external virtual power at the generic time during any virtual motion, expended by the inertia forces previously introduced together with the given noninertial ones. Eq. (82) gives (to within an inessential minus sign)H as the time integral over the interval ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ of the global virtual power expended within the whole body in concomitance to any virtual motion, that is, for any fieldsũ andṽ complying with (76) and (77), hencẽ
We can thus conclude as follows:
a. If H is stationary, by whichH vanishes identically, then the PVP is satisfied at every time t within the interval ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ, which implies that the stress fields correspondingly provided by the constitutive equations are in equilibrium with the inertial and noninertial external actions and thus the body's actual motion is captured.
b. If a set of fields ðu; vÞ exists which, together with the concomitant stress fields, is the/a solution of the dynamic evolution problem, then the PVP has to be satisfied at all times within the interval ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ, henceH has to vanish identically, and H is made stationary correspondingly.
Uniqueness of the solution
In this subsection we show that the solution to the dynamic evolution problem, if it exists, is unique. For this purpose, following a standard procedure, two distinct solutions are admitted to exist, respectively labeled with symbols as u 1 ; v 1 , etc. and u 2 ; v 2 , etc., both of which satisfy the field, boundary and initial conditions governing the problem at hand. Let the solution difference be denoted with the symbol u :¼ u 1 À u 2 , etc., such that the field variables u;
v; r, T, etc., satisfy the same governing equations as the original variables, but in a homogeneous format. In other words, the difference variables can be considered to constitute the/a solution to a dynamic evolution problem like the given one, but with zero external actions and zero initial conditions, hence also the/a solution to a Hamilton variational principle like the one proved previously, but j ! j ¼ jð v; r v; rr vÞ and w ! w ¼ wð e; r e; rr eÞ and all the loads taken null.
Then, on choosing t 1 ¼ 0; t 2 ¼ t > 0, since at t ¼ 0 it is j ¼ w 0 by the initial conditions, the functional (75) 
Since H has to be stationary, that is H ¼ const, it follows that, setting to zero the inessential constant, we must have Z V jð v; r v; rr vÞ À wð e; r e; rr eÞ
The latter condition permits us to state that the two solutions may differ from each other in such a way that the global strain power and the global kinetic power corresponding to the solution difference be equal to each other at every time t > 0 during the evolution process. This is a very restrictive condition, which apparently can be satisfied only in the case of trivially vanishing solution difference. Situations in which a multiple solution satisfying (85) may exist are considered exceptional and disregarded. We can thus reasonably conclude that e 0 and v 0, hence v 1 ¼ v 2 and e 1 ¼ e 2 within V, that is, the solution of the dynamic evolution problem, if it exists, is unique.
Applications
In this section a few simple applications are presented in the purpose to illustrate some featuring aspects of the proposed theory.
Bar under extensional waves
Let us consider a bar of infinite length, made up of second strain gradient material like the one studied in the preceding sections and subjected to second velocity gradient inertia effects. The motion equation, according to (69), reads as
where the primes denote derivatives with respect to the alscissa x measured from some fixed point. A wave-form solution is assumed to exist, namely uðx; tÞ ¼ u 0 exp½Àikðx À ctÞ ð87Þ
where k is the wave number, c the phase velocity and u 0 the wave amplitude. With the definitions (assuming ' d1 -0):
substituting (87) into (86) gives:
As the latter equality must be satisfied at any location x and any time t, it has to be identically:
This is the dispersion function, that is, the law of dependence of the phase velocity c on the wave number k. It is easy to find out that any set of length scale parameters complying with the conditions
guarantees that the dispersion curve (90) displays entirely below the horizontal line c=c L ¼ 1. The ratio c=c L of (90) (taken with the positive sign) is plotted in Fig. 1 as a shows that the second strain gradient/second velocity gradient bar model does possess a rather high capacity to accommodate dispersion effects of real waves.
Timoshenko beam under flexural waves
The results obtained by Polizzotto (2012) for a first strain gradient/first velocity gradient Timoshenko beam are here extended to an analogous beam according to the present theory. The analytical details remain the same, except for the extension to second strain gradient and second velocity gradient. wðx; tÞ denotes the vertical displacement of the cross section, /ðx; tÞ its rotation. The only nonvanishing stress conponents remain r xx ¼ Ey/ 
The inertia body forces are expressed as 
Following the same analytical procedure as in the already quoted paper, the phase velocity ratio c=c L , where c L ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi E=q p , is found expressed by the same formula, that is
In the case of a strip fixed at
which leads to the homogeneous linear equations
The vanishing of the determinant of the coefficient matrix of the latter equations leads to the natural frequencies. For s 1 ¼ 0:5; s 2 ¼ 0:25; d 2 ¼ 0:5; ' d1 ¼ 1, the smallest value of X has been found as X % 1:049.
In an analogous way can be addressed the case of a strip free at x ¼ 0. Considering that, by (6) and (7) (Polizzotto, 2012) .
and, by (36) and (38), also it is (the noninertial external forces are equal to zero)
then the boundary conditions (11) take on the form
This leads to a set of linear homogeneous equations for the unknown constants A 1 ; A 2 ; A 3 , similar to (105).
Comments and conclusions

Summary and conclusions relative to the present Part II
In this Part II paper, a class of elastic materials with second velocity gradient inertia has been addressed and the relevant (inertial) surface effects have been assessed. The pertinent results can be summarized as follows.
The same multi-cell homogenization procedure advanced and used within the Part I paper has been employed in the present Part II paper, but in combination with the principle of virtual work (PVW) for inertial actions enforced at the micro-scale for the cell system. The resulting equivalent structural system has been found to be characterized by a (macro-scale) PVW for inertial actions cast in a form as for a body with edge lines and corner points, and exhibiting second velocity gradient inertia. With the exploitation of the latter (macro-scale) PVW, the equilibrium equations relating the generalized momenta to the inertia forces have been determined. It has been found that the system (endowed with only a volume mass density q), proves to be dynamically featured by inertia body forces within the bulk, by (ordinary and double) inertia surface tractions over the boundary layer, and inertia line forces over the edge line rod, but no inertia point forces occur at the corner points. An analogous distribution of momentum vectors has been found to exist. The (nonstandard) relations between these momenta and inertia forces to the velocity and the acceleration, respectively, have been established showing that they recover the classical forms in the absence of higher order inertia. The linear and angular momentum theorems of classical continuum mechanics have been extended to the present context of second velocity gradient inertia. The extensions required some conceptual adjustments due to the lack of collinearity between the momentum vectors and the velocity in the presence of higher order inertia. The extended theorems, applied in cooperation with the Cauchy traction theorem, lead to the local motion equations and the stress symmetry just like within classical mechanics. A Hamilton-type variational principle and a statement on the uniqueness of the solution have been shown to hold for the dynamic evolution problem, but no numerical solution methods have been attempted. A few simple applications to wave propagation problems have been presented, from which the capacity of the proposed gradient model to capture wave dispersion effects emerges clearly.
Conclusive comments on the full study
A first key point of the present study is constituted by the nonstandard multi-cell homogenization procedure, by which not only one is able to extract the inherent effective constitutive properties from a given non-homogeneous material, but also to take into account the surface effects, that is, the effects produced by the presence of a circumventing boundary surface with its singularities (as edge lines and corner points) on the (mechanical and inertial) behavior of the near material particles. This goal has been achieved by applying the homogenization procedure in conjunction with a suitable thermodynamics energy balance principle, or a variational principle, enforced at the micro-scale of the cell system, and then looking at the resultant macro-scale format of this principle and of the concomitant equivalent material system.
The above homogenization procedure was firstly applied to an unbounded material conceived as a continuous distribution of (spherical) cell elements of simple material, in conjunction with the internal energy balance principle, or with the parallel inertial energy balance principle. This led to an equivalent continuum having the features of a second strain gradient elasticity model with second velocity gradient inertia, constitutively characterized by (ordinary, double and triple) stresses and momenta. Due the absence of a boundary surface, no surface effects were captured correspondingly, which means that the derived constitutive equations hold true independently of the actual domain's extent.
The same multi-cell homogenization procedure was also applied to a non-homogeneous (finite) body conceived as the union of a bulk material, a boundary layer, edge line rods and corner point junctions, which led to an equivalent structural system which instead exhibits surface effects. This process was implemented in two ways:
(a) Using the homogenization procedure in combination with the principle of virtual power (PVP) for quasi-static actions, an equivalent structural system with surface effects of mechanical nature was derived. This means that the latter equivalent system is governed, as for its behavior under quasi-stati actions, by a (macro-scale) PVP (for quasi-static actions) exhibiting the typical format as for a second strain gradient model, indeed a format known from the literature (Mindlin, 1965) and (Germain, 1973) . (b) Using the homogenization procedure in combination with an ad hoc principle of virtual work (PVW) for inertial actions, an equivalent structural system with surface effects of inertial nature was derived. This means that the latter equivalent system is governed, as for its behavior under inertial actions, by a (macro-scale) PVW (for inertial actions) exhibiting a typical format as for a second velocity gradient inertia model. To the author's knowledge, the latter principle is not known within the wide literature, at least not in the form given here and previously advanced in Polizzotto (2012) .
A second key point of the present study is constitued by the exploitation of the (macro-scale) PVP (for quasi-static actions), and of the parallel PVW for inertial actions. We might have started with these two principles taken in their respective macro-scale formats, like in Polizzotto (2012) and (Mindlin, 1965) , but here instead they are the products of suitable homogenization processes.
The exploitation of the latter PVP led to the well-known field and boundary equilibrium equations of second strain gradient solids with edge lines and corner points (Mindlin, 1965; Germain, 1973; Gurtin, 2001) . The latter equations, suitably re-interpreted, suggested the intriguing idea of looking at a strain gradient elastic body as at a composit system whereby the bulk material, behaving as a classical Cauchy continuum, is enclosed by a membrane-like boundary layer obeying the principles of surface mechanics (Gurtin and Murdoch, 1975, 1978) . Indeed, due to the surface effects, the microstructure particles near to the boundary do coalesce to form up a boundary layer, which constitutes a structured two-dimensional manifold replacing the classical purely geometrical concept of boundary surface. Unlike the material surface conceived by Gurtin and Murdoch (1975, 1978) , the above boundary layer does not possess any constitutive equation of its own since no strain energy is allowed to be stored within it; however such equations may be introduced whenever desired by admitting such surface energy.
In a classical continuum the applied ordinary boundary traction is entirely transmitted to the bulk material. Instead, in a gradient contimuum only a (response-dependent) part of it (Cauchy traction) is transmitted to the bulk material, whereas the remaining part (Gurtin-Murdoch traction) acts, together with all other boundary tractions, on the boundary layer. This implies that the totality of the external actions over the body can be separated into two self-equilibrated groups, namely, on one hand, the body forces within the bulk material together with the Cauchy tractions over the relevant boundary skin; on the other hand, the Gurtin-Murdoch traction together with all other boundary tractions upon the boundary layer. This, in contrast to Toupin (1962 Toupin ( , 1964 and Fried and Gurtin (2006) , makes the classical Cauchy traction theorem available also within the mechanics of strain gradient solids.
The (macro-scale) PVW for inertial actions mentioned previously constitutes an effective tool to assess the inertia features of a second velocity gradient material. Its exploitation enables one to derive the equilibrium equations relating the momentum vectors and the inertia forces. Due to the (inertial) surface effects, the latter momentum vectors and inertia forces prove to be distributed not only within the bulk, but also within the boundary layer and the edge line rod, although no specific surface and line mass densities exist there. However, whenever required, a specific inertia of the boundary layer can be introduced by simply assigning some specific mass density per unit area, in a fashion similar as for a material surface (Gurtin and Murdoch, 1975, 1978) , and analously for the edge line rod.
The linear and angular momentum theorems, extensions of the classical ones, hold true also for a second velocity gradient inertia model. As in classical continuum solid mechanics, the latter theorems can be used in conjunction with the the Cauchy traction theorem to find out the local force and moment (stress symmetry) equilibrium equations.
Most of the results herein provided improve and generalize those obtained in a previous paper by Polizzotto (2012) for first strain gradient elastic materials with first velocity gradient inertia. The author believes that the present twin papers provide a useful contribution for a better understanding of the mechanics of higher grade elastic materials with higher order inertia. This indeed is a context in which many novel intricate geometrical/mechanical concepts (like e.g. higher order strains, double and triple stresses and momenta, surface and line momentum vectors and analogous inertia force vectors) intervene, with which perhaps researchers are not sufficiently acquainted yet. Some efforts have been done in this study (Appendix B of the Part I paper and elsewhere) for an easier handling of the latter concepts, but further study is necessary.
The author also believes that the present strain gradient elasticity theory may have an impact on problems of solid mechanics where the boundary surface effects may play a dominant role. An example may be a fracture problem in a strain gradiet material for which there would be the necessity to conciliate the classical picture of crack edges and crack tip with the concept of boundary layer carried in by the gradient theory. Also, the study of the predictive capacities of the proposed model in comparison to other simpler models-not adequately investigated in the present paper-constitutes a paramount issue in the aim to probe the proposed model. But these and other investigations, together with the search for related numerical solution methods, remain open to future research.
